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A classical theorem of Szegii describes the limiting behavior of the eigenvalues 
of P,AP, , where A is a multiplication operator on&(P) and P, is the projection 
on the subspace spanned by erke (0 < k Q n). A generalization of this is proved, 
whereby S’ is replaced by an arbitrary rank one homogeneous space (e.g. .P), 
d by a pseudodifferentlal operator of order zero, and P,, by a sequence of 
spectral projections for the Laplace-Beltrami operator. .4 by-product is an 
alternate proof of a theorem of A. Weinstein on the eigenvalue clusters of the 
Laplacian plus a potential. 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, such as a sphere, with the property 
that for any two tangent vectors of the same lenth there is an isometry of M 
sending one to the other. (These M are just the rank one symmetric spaces 
[3, p. 3551.) The same of course is true of cotangent vectors (using the identi- 
fication with tangent vectors arising from the Riemannian metric) and it follows 
that there is a unique normalized (total measure one) measure p on the cosphere 
bundle S*M which is invariant under all isometries of M. This is the measure 
inherited from Haar measure on the isometry group. The uniqueness is impor- 
tant and is a consequence of the transitivity of the group action on S*M. 
Another, more concrete, description of p is the following. The cotangent 
bundle T*M has a canonical volume element. For any Bore1 set EC S*M, 
p(E) is equal to 
vol({a: 1 z’ j < 1, V/I v 1 E E})/vol((e:: 1 z’ I ,< 1)). 
For this defines a normalized invariant measure and so it must be p. 
Now let {P,} be any sequence of spectral projections for the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator A on M such that 
r R = rankP, --f CO 
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and A any order zero pseudodifferential operator with principal symbol 0, 
a Cm function on T*M homogeneous of degree zero. 
THEOREM 1. Lim,,, y-1 tr PJP,, = sseM (T dp. 
The proof of this is virtually trivial (details below): Any generalized limit of 
the sequence of normalized traces depends only on the values of a on S”M, 
and depends so linearly and continuously in the uniform norm. This limit must 
therefore be given by a measure (normalized, as seen by taking A = I). Because 
the Laplacian is invariant under all isometries of M the measure is invariant 
and therefore can be none other than p. 
It is a short step from a trace theorem of this sort to a Szegii-like theorem giving 
the limiting distribution of the eigenvalues of P,AP, (thought of as acting on 
the range of P,,) for self-adjoint A. Denote by pJ.4) the measure on R which 
assigns each eigenvalue of P,AP, the measure Y;' and by pO the measure 
(on R since o is now real-valued) given by 
PO(E) = P(~-w)~ 
Then it is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 (proof later) that 
II P,‘-w - PJIZ = o(yy) (*) 
implies 
PA-‘q - PO weakly. (**) 
(The subscript 2 indicates Hilbert-Schmidt norm, as the subscript 1 indicates 
trace norm.) There are a couple of conditions guaranteeing (*), one on (I’,} 
and the other on d. To state them we introduce a little more notation. 
For any Bore1 set fl C R and positive number 8 we denote by fl, the inter- 
section of /lc (the complement of fl) with the &neighborhood of 4. Let 
(-LI)~‘~ = 1 hdP(A) 
be the spectral representation and denote the rank of P(A) by Y(A). 
Assume (1, is a sequence of sets such that r(A,) + GO. Then with P, = P(A,) 
it will be shown that (c) is a consequence of either 
(a) ~((11,)~) = o(r(d,)) for all 6 
or 
(b) The commutator [(-d)lje, A] is compact. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume A is self-adjoitzt and (a) or (b) holds. Then pJA) con- 
verges weakly to p0 . 
In the original Szegij theorem [ 1, Section 5.21 M is the circle, A a multi- 
plication operator, P, the projection on the space spanned by the exponentials 
eike (0 < k < n). Th us P,AP, is represented by a finite Toeplitz matrix. 
Note that the P,, are not spectral projections and indeed the extension to pseudo- 
differential operators is false for them. For the extension one should take the 
exponentials with 1 k 1 < n. The original Szegij theorem, albeit for smooth 
symbols, follows easily from this modification. 
It is easy to sharpen Theorem 2 to include information on the eigenfunctions 
as well. Denote the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of P,AP, by hivn and vi,n 
respectively. Let xX(A) denote the measure on R x M given by 
x,,(A)@ x F) = r,’ E j I ~i,nWdx 
&.&E F 
where dx denotes the volume elements of M. Let x0 denote the measure on 
R x M given by 
X@ x F) = p(+(E) n 7+(F)) 
where 7r is the projection T*M --f M. 
THEOREM 3. Assume A is serf-adjoint and (a) 01 (b) holds. Then xn(A) con- 
verges weakly to x0 . 
The impetus for looking for a Szegii theorem in this context was a discussion 
with T. Spencer concerning the distribution of the eigenvalues of -A + q 
where q is (multiplication by) a smooth real-valued function on M. The eigen- 
values of -A are of the form 
A, = cinp + f3n (n = 0, l,...) 
for suitable constants 01 and /3 with the multiplicity N, of A, tending to infinity 
if dim M > 1. Thus the spectrum of -A + q consists of clusters, the nth 
cluster containing N, eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) lying in the interval 
[An + min q, A, + max q]. 
Translation A, units to the left results in clusters, call them C, , lying in a fixed 
interval. What is the limiting behavior of C,, as n + 00 ? 
This question was first considered by V. Guillemin [2] who showed that if 
p(v), for v E T*M, denotes the average of q over the closed geodesic in M whose 
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initial tangent vector is that associated with 2’ by the metric, then C,, is to within 
0(11-l) entirely contained in the interval 
[min 4, max 41. 
Moreover any point of this interval is a limit of points of C,, . Thus this interval 
is certainly the limiting set of the C,, . 
Kac and Spencer [4] proved that for the 2-sphere the points of C,, are distri- 
buted as the values of 4. More precisely: 
The measure Y, which assignes each point of C,, the measure 
N;l converges weakly to the measure p4 . (1) 
Their proof used the asymptotics of the Legendre functions to deduce a 
Szeg6-like theorem which was essentially equivalent to the desired result. 
Spencer suggested to the author that there was a general Szegij theorem to 
be found, involving pseudodifferential operators, which would give (I) in all 
cases. He was, as we shall see, absolutely right. 
Quite independently A. Weinstein [5] obt+ed (I) by methods which in fact 
give more precise information. Nevertheless it seems worthwhile to present this 
other approach here because it is very simple and the SzegB-type theorems are 
of independent interest. 
To see how Theorem 2 applies observe that C,, is the spectrum of 
where P, is the spectral projection for --d + 4 associated with the nth cluster. 
If P,, is the corresponding projection for --d (this is P({A’,l’}) in the notation 
of Theorem 2) then the gappiness of the h, implies I/ P, - P, 11 -+ 0. (Proof 
later.) Since the operators (--d + 4 - h,) p,l are uniformly bounded this shows 
that (t) differs by an operator whose norm tends to zero from 
I’,,(-A + q - A,,) P, = P,qPr, 
which in turn differs by an operator whose norm tends to zero from P,qP,, _ 
Thus the measure V, - ~~(4) tends weakly to zero. 
Now Theorem 2 had better not apply directly or else we would find pq 
to be the limiting measure, which it is not. Indeed hf/2 is roughly &Zn plus a 
constant so hypothesis (a) fails for 6 > cGj2; and hypothesis (b) fails unless the 
function q is constant. What we have to do is reduce the problem to one where 
Theorem 2 does apply. 
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Following Weinstein we replace Q by the operator 
;4 = T-1 j"' e~t(-A)""4e-it(-A)"* dt 
0 
where T = 2n/# is the common period of the closed geodesics of M. This 
operator A is no longer a multiplication operator but is a pseudodifferential 
operator of order zero with principal symbol 4. Since 
we see that P,AP, = P,qP, and so pn(q) = p*(A). 
And Theorem 2 does apply to A. In fact integration by parts shows that 
[(-4)1/Z, A] = i{q _ &T(-A) l/S qe-“T(-A)“a}e 
From the facts 
(An/a)“’ = n + & + o(1) 
we deduce that I+~(-~)~” differs from e*alb!al by a compact operator. This 
implies [(-d)rj2, A] is compact, Theorem 2 applies, and so Y, converges weakly 
to Pd . 
From Theorem 3 we deduce in the same way the following description of 
the joint behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Let h,., be the points 
of C, and pisn the corresponding eigenfunctions of -A + q. Then the measure 
on R x M defined by 
E xF+N,-’ c j” I wdxV dx 
A,,,- ’ 
converges weakly to the measure ~4 . 
Here now are the details omitted above. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By the Hahn-Banach theorem it suffices to show that 
if q~ is any continuous linear functional on 1, which takes convergent sequences 
to their limits 
d{yi’ tr P,APJ) = Jse, 0 4. (4-t) 
For any compact operator K onL,(M) 
l&r,’ tr P,KP, = 0. 
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For this is certainly true if K has finite rank and these are dense in all compacts. 
Moreover 
ir&f i/ A + K,i = max 1 u I. 
Hence if op u denotes any operator with principal symbol o 
u -+ p)({~Rl tr P, op UP,}) 
is a well-defined linear functional on P(S*M), bounded in the uniform norm 
and taking 1 to 1. By the Reisz representation theorem this functional is given 
by a normalized measure on S*M. Hence (tt) holds for some normalized 
measure p, 
It remains to show TV is invariant under all isometries of M. Such an isometry 
g induces a unitary operator U, : f -+ f 0 g on L,(M) which commutes with 
A and hence with each P, . Therefore 
tr P,AP,, = tr P,,U,-lAU,P,, . 
But U;lAU, is a pseudodifferential operator with principal symbol 
where (dg)‘: T*M -+ T*M is on each fiber the transpose of 4: TM + TM. 
What is this in terms of what we shall call 6g, the self-mapping of T*M resulting 
from dg after identifying T*M with TM?.In fact a simple check shows that on 
each fiber (dg)’ is the Hilbert space adjoint of Sg and, since Sg is an isometry 
on each fiber, this gives (dg)’ = (Sg)-l. F rom the equality of the traces we there- 
fore obtain 
Hence p is indeed invariant under all the isometries Sg and this completes 
the proof. 
Proof that (*) implies (**). Write Qn = I - P,, and consider 
PnAkf’n = P,A(Pn + Q,> W’,, + Qn) **- AP, . 
Expand this in the obvious way getting a sum of products. One of these is 
P,,AP,AP, --. AP, = (P,AP,Jk 
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while in any other product a factor P,AQ, appears. But 
by (*). Hence any of these other products has trace norm o(T,) and so 
II PnAkPn - (PnAPn)li Ill = o(yn). 
It follows that for any polynomialf 
II Pnf(A) f’n - f(PJP~)Il~ = ~(~,a) 
and this implies 
ril trf(P,AP,) - r;‘tr PJ(A) P,, + 0. 
Thus by Theorem 1 and the fact that f(A) has symbol f(u) 
If 444 - J‘,,,f (4 dcL = S,f 40 . 
The Wierstrass approximation theorem extends this to all continuous f and so 
establishes the asserted weak convergences. 
Remark. Curiously (*) is not only sufficient but also necessary for (**). 
For just the statement 
1 x2 4-44 -+ j x2 4, 
is, in view of Theorem 1, equivalent to 
tr(PnAPn)2 - tr PnA2P,, = o(Y,) 
and the left side equals II P,,AQ, 11: . 
Proof of Tkeomm 2. We must show that (*) is a consequence of either (a) 
or (b). If X and X are distinct eigenvalues of (-A)‘/* then 
P({ii}) AP({X’)) = (X - X)-l P({X})[(--d)‘12, A] P({h’}). 
Hence for any A and any 8 
II P(A) A(1 - P(4>ll,” = II P(A) W4)ll; + II WI WA” - 4: 
< II A II2 ~(4) + k2 II W)K--J”“> Alll”s . 
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Suppose hypothesis (a) is satisfied. Then we have 
I’ W,) -w - wL))ll; < O(Y,) + s-” ll[(-~y, ~411~, I’,, 
and since 6 is arbitrarily large (*) follows. Note that the commutator, being a 
pseudodifferential operator of order zero, is bounded. 
Suppose hypothesis (b) is satisfied. Since 
holds for each compact K (it holds for K of finite rank and these are dense) 
it holds for [(-d)l/“, -41. Hence for each 6 
But for some 6, e.g., the minimum distance between the AZ’, all 11, are empty 
so r((AJJ = 0. Again (*) follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For any polynomial f and any smooth function # on M 
From 
II P&w - PJIl = O(Yn)v 
we deduce for each k 
Hence 
lI(P,~4P,JL 9 - P,Ak# II1 = O(Yn). 
ri’trf (P&P,) # = ril tr P, f (A) *P, + o(l) 
and by Theorem 1 this has limit 
I f (44) !4+)) 444. 
The asserted weak convergence follows. 
Proof that // P,, - P, j/ --, 0. Let r, be a circle with center h, and radius 
pn half the distance from h,, to its nearest neighbor X,-r . Then 
P, = (2ti)-l j. (A + A)-l dh 
rn 
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and, at least for large n, 
Pn = (2ti)-1 J (A + d - q)-’ dh. 
r?i 
Therefore writing q = (A + A) - (A + A - q) gives 
H, - P, = (2my J (A + A)-1 q(h + A - q)-1dA. 
rn 
Uniformly on r, 
II@ + w II = O(P,l), ll( x + Ll - 4)-l II = O(P,l) 
while the length of I’,, is O(p,). Since pn + CC 
1; P, - P, (1 = O(p;;l) + 0 
as claimed. 
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